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abstract
We discuss the notion of an inflection class system, a traditional ingredient of the description of inflection systems of nontrivial complexity.
We distinguish systems of microclasses, which partition a set of lexemes in classes with identical behavior, and systems of macroclasses,
which group lexemes that are similar enough in a few larger classes.
On the basis of the intuition that macroclasses should contribute to a
concise description of the system, we propose one algorithmic method
for inferring macroclasses from raw inflectional paradigms, based on
minimisation of the description length of the system under a given
strategy of identifying morphological alternations in paradigms. We
then exhibit classifications produced by our implementation on French
and European Portuguese conjugation data and argue that they constitute an appropriate systematisation of traditional classifications. To
arrive at such a convincing systematisation, it was crucial for us to
use a local approach to inflection class similarity (based on pairwise
comparisons of paradigm cells) rather than a global approach (based
on the simultaneous comparison of all cells). We conclude that it is
indeed possible to infer inflectional macroclasses objectively. 1
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introduction
The concept of inflection class is central to many analyses of
inflection systems, both in theoretical linguistics (see among many
others Matthews 1972; Carstairs 1987; Wurzel 1989; Aronoff 1994;
Dressler and Thornton 1996; Corbett 2009) and in psycholinguistic
studies (see among others Milin et al. 2009; Veríssimo and Clahsen
2014). Inflection class systems are commonly taken to be a classification of lexemes according to their inflectional realisations.
While such a broad characterization is largely agreed upon, there
are alternative ways of applying it. Some authors (e.g. Stump and
Finkel 2013) insist on strict identity of inflectional realisations, leading to systems with a large number of small classes. Many others
follow traditional descriptions in defining a small number of classes
based on broad similarity, and allowing some amount of variability within each class. Despite this uncertainty as to the characterization of classes a partition of the lexicon into classes is often taken
for granted as a starting point for analysis, rather than explicitly
argued for.
In this paper, we show that inflection classes can be deduced in
a systematic and motivated way from raw paradigms, without introducing any preconception about organizing principles other than similarity. Our approach is abstractive in nature (in the sense of Blevins
2006), and is intended to systematize the strategies of descriptive morphologists in finding inflection classes.
The strategy is systematic enough to allow for full computational
implementation. 2 We use the minimum description length principle
(Rissanen 1984) to balance similarity within classes and dissimilarity
between classes. This presupposes that we have a way of assessing similarity between overall inflection patterns. In this paper, we will consider two different but closely related ways of assessing that similarity.
Under a global approach, inflection patterns are determined by comparing all of the inflected forms of a lexeme simultaneously; under a
local approach, the overall characterization is deduced from pairwise comparisons of paradigm cells. We propose a simple procedure
for identifying patterns that can be applied either locally or globally,
2 The

full code to replicate the classifications discussed in this papier is available at http://drehu.linguist.univ-paris-diderot.fr/qumin/.
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and show that a local approach captures the kinds of generalizations
that descriptive morphologists rely on for classification.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we explore alternative definitions of inflectional classes and inflectional realisations.
Then, we present a strategy for inferring inflection classes from raw
paradigms in two steps: deducing inflectional realisations from the
forms, and classes from realisations. In the third section, we present
the detailed algorithms devised to perform each of these two steps,
and describe the description length measure we use. The final section
discusses results on both French and European Portuguese.

1

what are inflection classes

In this section, we argue that the apparent consensus on inflectional
classification masks important differences between accounts that often rest on unstated theoretical assumptions, especially the role given
to morpho-phonology, the basic units posited by the model, segmentation strategies, and the definition of similarity. For this reason, there
is no agreed upon method to rigorously infer the classes from raw
paradigms.
1.1

Two definitions of inflection classes

Following Aronoff (1994, p. 64) and Carstairs-McCarthy (1994,
p. 639), we could define an inflection class as “a set of lexemes whose
members each select the same set of inflectional realisations”. We illustrate the definition with the twelve classes of Latin nouns in Table 1,
as presented by Stump and Finkel (2013).
According to this definition, an inflection class system is an exhaustive partition of the set of lexemes in several non-overlapping
classes. All members of a class have the exact same inflectional behavior. For example, classes (2a) and (2b), although they share all their
other realisations, are distinct in that (2b) shows no affixal realisation
for nominative and vocative singular.
While they match both Aronoff and Carstairs-McCarthy’s definition of inflection classes, the 12 inflection patterns identified as rows
in Table 1 do not correspond to the traditional characterisation of
the Latin system. The tradition distinguishes only five classes, which
group together some of the rows. Within those classes, as Dressler et al.
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Table 1: Latin noun endings organized by declensions
Singular
Declension
First

(1)

Second

Plural

nom voc acc gen dat abl

nom voc acc gen

a

dat abl

a

am

ae

ae

ā

ae

ae

ās

ārum īs

īs

(2a) us
(2b) –

e
–

um
um

ī
ī

ō
ō

ō
ō

ī
ī

ī
ī

ōs
ōs

ōrum īs
ōrum īs

īs
īs

(2c) um

um

um

i

ō

ō

a

a

a

ōrum īs

īs

Third

(3a) s
(3b) –

s
–

em
–

is
is

ī
ī

e
e

ēs
a

ēs
a

ēs
a

um
um

ibus ibus
ibus ibus

(i-stems)

(3c) is
(3d) s

is
s

em
em

is
is

ī
ī

e
e

ēs
ēs

ēs
ēs

ēs
ēs

ium
ium

ibus ibus
ibus ibus

(3e) e

e

e

is

ī

ī

ia

ia

ia

ium

ibus ibus

(4a) us

us

um

ūs

uī

ū

ūs

ūs

ūs

uum

ibus ibus

(4b) ū

ū

ū

ūs

ū

ū

ua

ua

ua

uum

ibus ibus

(5)

ēs

em

ēī

ēī

ē

ēs

ēs

ēs

ērum ēbus ēbus

Fourth
Fifth

ēs

This table follows Stump and Finkel (2013, p. 183, Table 7.1). We omit the locative, reorder the paradigm cells and add numbering to facilitate reference to
specific declensions.

(2008, p. 52) remind us, “not all nouns of one class inflect in exactly
the same way”. For example, while some lexemes of the third declension end in -ium in the genitive plural (3c, 3d, 3e), others end in -um
(3a and 3b). Rather than identity, then, members of the traditional
classes display a strong degree of similarity.
This example is representative of a general observation that traditional descriptions of inflection systems distinguish a small number of
broad classes, comprising both common patterns seen as regular and
less common patterns seen as deviating from the regular situation.
This leads some authors, such as Brown and Hippisley (2012, p. 4), to
adopt a less strict criterion in the definition of inflection classes, which
are then seen as “classes of lexemes that share similar morphological
contrasts”.
The existence of two alternative definitions of inflection classes
is sometimes the source of confusion. For instance, it is notable that,
after proposing a definition of classes based on identity of realisation,
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Carstairs-McCarthy’s (1994)’s account of Latin nouns relies on mere
similarity: starting from six classes (out of 8), he proposes to merge
some of them so as to have a system of three classes. Whatever one
may think of the motivation for such merges, the absence of a clear distinction between the two notions of inflectional classification makes
such proposals hard to evaluate.
In a series of influential publications, Dressler and colleagues
(Dressler et al. 1987; Dressler and Thornton 1996; Kilani-Schoch and
Dressler 2005) propose not to choose between the two strategies and
provide separate names for the two types of classes: microclasses
are small uniform classes whose members have identical realisations,
while macroclasses are large classes exhibiting some amount of
internal variation. 3
Dressler and Thornton (1996) define microclasses and macroclasses as the two extremes in an inflection class hierarchy which may
also contain classes of intermediate grain. This is very similar in spirit,
if not in the details of execution, to inflection class hierarchies customarily used in Network Morphology (Corbett and Fraser 1993; Brown
and Hippisley 2012).
Under this view, microclasses correspond to Aronoff and CarstairsMcCarthy’s definitions. There is little doubt that, given a set of
paradigms and some way of abstracting inflectional realisations from
the paradigms, one can deduce a unique system of microclasses appropriately describing the system. The situation of macroclasses is more
uncertain. Given that macroclasses are defined in terms of similarity,
and that similarity is a gradual and multidimensional notion, there are
various ways to partition a system into macroclasses, among which it
is not obvious which should be chosen, short of a quantitative evaluation of the complexity of the resulting grammar (Walther 2013).
For instance, there is no obvious way of deciding whether the Latin
first and second declensions should be considered to form one class
3 Our

use of the term ‘microclass’ differs from that of Dressler and coauthors
in one minor way. For Dressler and Thornton (1996), “An isolated paradigm
is a paradigm which differs morphologically or morphophonologically from all
other paradigms; it does not form a microclass of its own but is considered a
satellite to the most similar microclass.” In our usage, isolated paradigms are
just microclasses of cardinality 1. This is of little theoretical consequence, but
dramatically increases the number of microclasses for some systems.
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(as in Carstairs-McCarthy 1994), because they inflect similarly in the
dative, ablative, and locative plural, or two, because the realisations
are distinct everywhere else in the paradigm.
Since the validity of microclasses is not under question, we will
focus our attention on the status of macroclasses. We will take a system of inflection classes to be a partition of lexemes into classes, and
attempt to infer a system of macroclasses from observed paradigms.
Notice that we focus on the inference of macroclasses rather than a
full hierarchy of classes of variable granularity. While this is definitely an interesting endeavour (see for instance Brown and Evans
2012; Lee and Goldsmith 2013; Bonami 2014 for some proposals), it
calls for a different methodology, and does not directly help us evaluate which partition in the hierarchy should correspond to the level of
macroclasses.
Defining macroclasses requires a definition of inflectional realisations from which the similarities follow, and a criterion to decide the
appropriate level of generality. In the following two sections, we first
describe some possible ways of defining inflectional realisation before
investigating the possible criteria with which to define macroclasses.
1.2
1.2.1

Macroclasses follow from inflectional realisations
Circularity of inflectional realisation definitions

Any enterprise in inflectional classification starts with the identification of inflectional realisations. The heuristics used for that purpose
are seldom made explicit, although they are rarely obvious. For instance, it is customary to assume that inflectional variability combines
the use of different patterns of stem allomorphy and different affixal
exponents, although deciding on the exact boundary between stem
and exponent is far from being a trivial matter. Carstairs-McCarthy’s
(1994)’s work on inflection classes is commendable for its explicitness
in such matters. We thus propose to explore it in some detail.
Carstairs-McCarthy’s strategy relies on two central decisions.
First, inflection classes are defined purely in terms of affixal exponence, and abstract away from stem allomorphy. Thus inflectional realisations are considered affixes, and any alternation that is not affixal
is ignored. Second, segmentation choices are justified by the desirability of the inflection class system they yield. This is motivated by the
goal of testing whether inflection class systems satisfy the ‘No Blur
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Table 2: Latin masculine declensional endings without and with thematic vowels
Singular

Plural

Declension

nom

voc

acc

gen dat abl

n/v acc

gen

d/a

First
Second
Third (cstem)
(mixed)
(istems)
Fourth

a
us / –
s / – / ēs
s
is
us

a
e
s / – / ēs
s
is
us

am
um
em
em
im >em
um

ae
ī
is
is
is
ūs

ae
ī
ēs
ēs
ēs
ūs

ārum
ōrum
um
ium
ium
uum

īs
īs
ibus
ibus
ibus
ibus

ae
ō
ī
ī
ī
uī

ā
ō
e
e
ī >e
ū

ās
ōs
ēs
ēs
īs >ēs
ūs

Singular

Plural

Declension

nom

voc

acc

gen dat abl

n/v acc

gen

First

–

–

m

ī

ī

Vː

ī

ːs

ːrum īs

Second
Third (cstem)
(mixed)
(istems)
Fourth

s/–
s/–
s
s
s

e
s/–
s
s
s

m
m
m
m
m

ī
s
s
s
s

Vː
ī
ī
ī
ī

Vː
e
e
Vː >e
Vː

ī
ēs
ēs
ēs
ːs

ːs
ēs
ēs
ːs >ēs
ːs

ːrum
um
um
um
um

This table is adapted from Carstairs-McCarthy (1994, pp. 749-750). The symbol > means ‘tends to be replaced by’. Slashes separate affixes which are distributed on a partly phonological, partly arbitrary basis. In each column, shades
of gray highlight repeated affixes when they violate the No Blur Principle.

Principle’, according to which any affix realising some paradigm cell
must be either a class identifier (i.e. specific to that class) or a class
default (i.e. common to all those classes that do not possess a class
identifier). By Carstairs-McCarthy’s reasoning, if a system can be described with classes that satisfy the No Blur Principle, then that classification should be used, even if there are alternative classifications
that do not satisfy the principle.
Carstairs-McCarthy explores two alternative segmentations of the
affixes of masculine latin nouns, reproduced in Table 2. We show blur
in columns using grayed cells. The traditional analysis, presented at
the top of the table, presents some blur: for instance, in the dative plural, -īs is neither a class identifier (it is common to two classes) nor a
default (since the other possible affix, -ibus, is not an identifier either).
In an alternative analysis, presented at the bottom of the table, theme
vowels are taken to be part of stems rather than affixes. This analysis
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shows twice as many blurred columns. Therefore, Carstairs-McCarthy
prefers the first analysis. Whatever one may think of the relative merits of the two analyses and the relevance of the No Blur Principle, it
is worth noting that Cartairs-McCarthy’s heuristic for choosing a segmentation leads to circularity: inflection classes are taken to be sets
of words displaying the same set of inflectional realisations, but what
counts as an inflectional realisation is decided on the basis of the desirability of the resulting inflection class system. Such circularity is
particularly vivid in Carstairs-McCarthy’s paper, but we suspect that
it is present in many descriptions that do not make their segmentation
heuristics explicit. This dependency of the realisations on the classes
is problematic in the context of an abstractive approach to inflectional
classification, where the realisations are the starting point for the inference of classes.
More generally, despite relevant attempts (e.g. Montermini and
Boyé 2012; Spencer 2012), there is no agreed upon systematic strategy to decide where to place the boundary between stem and affix;
and as Blevins (2005) and Blevins (2006) argues, in some systems,
there is just no coherent way of making such a decision. From this
observation we conclude that a systematic method for inferring inflectional realisations should not rely on a preexisting segmentation
into stems and affixes. Given this, one possible way forward is to explore different segmentation strategies and rely on Occam’s razor to
decide which is optimal (Sagot and Walther 2011; Walther and Sagot
2011). Another, which we pursue here, is to take whatever alternation
is seen in the data at face value, irrespective of how (un)systematic it
is or whether it affects peripheral rather than central segments of the
alternating forms.
1.2.2

Global and local alternation patterns

To avoid making any undermotivated decision as to the boundary between affixal exponence and stem allomophy, we define inflectional
realisation in terms of the alternation patterns relating the different forms in the paradigm of a lexeme to each other. Interestingly,
wherever paradigms have a more than two cells, there are at least
two strategies for identifying such patterns. We illustrate this with
the small sample of the French adjectival lexicon in section A of
Table 3.
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X ∼X
X ∼ Xt
X ∼X

nɔʁmo
vɛʁ
blø

m.pl

Xal ∼ Xo
X ∼X
X ∼X

Xal ∼ Xo
Xt ∼ X
X ∼X

C. Patterns, local
m.sg ∼ m.pl
f.sg/pl ∼ m.pl

nɔʁmal
vɛʁt
blø

A. Paradigms
f.sg/pl

Xal ∼ Xal
X ∼ Xt
X ∼X

Xo
X
X

Xal ∼ Xo
X ∼X
X ∼X

Xal ∼ Xo
Xt ∼ X
X ∼X

D. Patterns, global
m.sg ∼ m.pl
f.sg/pl ∼ m.pl

Xal
Xt
X

B. Stem and exponents, global
f.sg/pl
m.pl

m.sg ∼ f.sg/pl

Xal
X
X

m.sg

In this table, gray cells highlight patterns that are common to two lexemes,
showing that only local patterns capture the simiarity between normal and bleu.

normal
vert
bleu

nɔʁmal
vɛʁ
blø

normal
vert
bleu

m.sg ∼ f.sg/pl

m.sg

lexemes

Table 3: Alternative segmentation choices for a subset of French adjectives
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The first and most familiar strategy consists of identifying the
similarities and differences between forms globally. This is indicated for our toy example in section B of Table 3: in each row, the
substring common to all paradigm cells has been replaced by a variable. An alternative strategy, often invoked by proponents of implicative approaches to morphology (e.g. Blevins 2005, 2006; Ackerman et al. 2009; Bonami and Beniamine 2015), consists of identifying local similarities between pairs of paradigm cells. This is
indicated in section C of Table 3, where each column now corresponds to a different pair of cells. Note that since we are dealing with a mostly concatenative system, both strategies can be seen
as amounting to proposing a segmentation of words into constant
(‘stems’) and variable (‘affixes’) subparts. However, in the global approach the constant part is common to the whole paradigm, whereas
in the local approach it is particular to one pair of cells: for instance, m.sg normal is segmented into norm+al for purposes of comparison with the m.pl, but not for purposes of comparison with the
feminine.
One way of highlighting the difference between the two strategies
is to tabulate the consequences of a global strategy for the description of alternations between pairs of cells. This is done in section D of
Table 3, which just sums up the information in section B of Table 3 in
the forms of relations between pairs of cells. One may note that, according to the local strategy, section C of Table 3, the adjective bleu
shares inflectional characteristics with both normal and vert: like
normal, it does not alternate between m.sg and f; like vert, it does
not alternate between m.sg and m.pl. By contrast, according to the
global strategy, vert and bleu share the same characteristic of not
alternating between the m.sg and m.pl, but normal and bleu do
not have anything in common.
If binary alternation patterns are the inflectional realisation, then
microclasses are defined by vectors of patterns, where each coordinate
of the vector indicates the pattern instantiated in that microclass for
a different pair of paradigm cells. These vectors are represented by
rows in sections C and D of Table 3. We thus conclude that in our toy
example, the global and local strategies give rise to the same microclasses. However, relations of similarity among these microclasses are
different. Hence the use of local or global inflection patterns to char-
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acterise inflectional realisation may influence what macroclasses will
be inferred.
One of the goals of this paper is to evaluate the relative perspicuity of inflectional classifications based on local and global alternation
patterns. For the time being, let us comment briefly on the relationship between alternation patterns, whether global or local, and segmentation of words into stems and affixes. There is a natural relation
between global patterns and stem-based segmentation. Since global
patterns identify a constant subpart common to the whole paradigm,
in the context of concatenative morphology, a global pattern corresponds to an analysis where each lexeme is constrained to using a
single stem, and any variable element is taken to be affixal material.
Interestingly, there is no such clear relation between local patterns
and the classical notion of a stem. As we highlighted above, one and
the same word filling one paradigm cell may be segmented differently
for the purposes of comparison with two other cells. Hence, under a
local pattern view, even individual paradigm cells are not associated
with a unique constant substring which could be identified as a stem.
1.3

Criteria for macroclasses

In the preceding section we showed how different strategies for describing inflection systems, be they based on segmentation between
stems and affixes or on alternation patterns, lead to different classifications. We now turn to the problem of deciding which groupings of
microclasses should be considered as forming a single macroclass. We
explore five strategies found in the literature: using an ad-hoc combination of criteria, the regular/irregular distinction, maximisation of
inflection class heterogeneity, maximisation of internal predictability,
and maximisation of descriptive economy.
1.3.1

Ad-hoc criteria

Descriptive morphologists usually motivate their classification highlighting some property or set of properties which the classes happen
to differ in. For instance, Latin verb classes are characterised by the
quality and length of the theme vowel in the present active infinitive:
-ā- in the first conjugation, -ē- in the second, -e- or -i- in the third, and
-ī- in the fourth. Of course, this is not the only way in which Latin conjugations contrast, and not all forms exhibit such a contrast. As any
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description of Latin conjugation will note when commenting on the
third conjugation, some verbs in that class have an indicative present
active 1sg form similar to that of a first conjugation verb, cf. secō
‘cut’ (inf secāre) vs. serō ‘sow’ (inf serere); others do contrast with
the first conjugation in that paradigm cell, but fail to contrast with the
third conjugation, cf. capiō ‘take’ (inf capere) vs. saepiō ‘surround’
(inf saepīre). Full classification relies on an ordering of highlighted
ad-hoc properties: in the case of Latin, tradition holds that contrasts
in the infinitive are more important than contrasts in the indicative
present first person singular.
There are two concerns with such a strategy for motivating a classification. First, it is unclear whether the highlighted properties are
selected post-hoc to contrast pre-established classes, perhaps for pedagogical purposes, or whether they really play a distinguishing role. In
the case at hand, it seems arbitrary that the infinitive is used to motivate the distinction between the four classes when the relevant contrast is also apparent e.g. in the present 1pl. Second, it is unclear that
there is any strong motivation for the way the contrasts are prioritised.
The situation just discussed in the case of the traditional classification of Latin verbs also holds for more elaborate, thoughtful, and
theoretically-informed classification attempts. We exemplify this situation by discussing , in some detail, the proposed classification of
French verbs by Kilani-Schoch and Dressler (2005).
As we saw before, in Natural Morphology, macroclasses are
viewed as the top-level partition in an inflection class tree (Dressler
et al. 2008; Kilani-Schoch and Dressler 2005; Dressler and Thornton
1996). In these accounts, Macroclasses, just as classes of all granularities, are defined by implicational paradigm structure condition
(PSCs). To study the nature of PSCs, we reproduce below those presented in Kilani-Schoch and Dressler (2005) for some classes of French
verbal inflection.
(1) Macroclass I:


Past Participle
= /X+e/




Simple
Past
first
person
= /X+e/

Infinitive /X+e/ ⇒ Singular present
= /X/



Indicative
present
3rd
plural
= /X/


Subjunctive present
= /X/
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(2) Class I.1:
Imperfect [parl+ɛ], future [parl+ər+e].
(3) Class II.2:



Past Participle in /y/
Infinitive /Xwar/ ⇒ Simple Past in /y/

by default, /wa/ is part of the infinitive

We first remark that PSCs are of variable nature. They are sometimes formulated as implicative relations (Wurzel 1984; Ackerman
et al. 2009; Stump and Finkel 2013), as is the case for macroclass I
of French verbs reformulated in (1) or in class II.2 as shown in (3).
These implications are sometimes relationships between two cells (if
some cell is X, then some cell is Y), as in (1), and sometimes between
a cell and an abstract segmented unit as in (3). Some subclasses, on
the contrary, are defined by the exponence strategies they implement,
as in (2) for microclass I.1.
In Kilani-Schoch and Dressler (2005)’s analysis of French verbs,
the implications are frequently true for all the other classes. For example, the antecedent of the implication in (1), having an infinitive in
/Xe/, is only true of the verbs in macroclass I. As a consequence, all
the implications based on this premise are true of the whole system.
What is implicitly defining that macroclass, then, is not the PSC but
the exponent: macroclass I is the class of all verbs with an infinitive
ending in /e/. The same could be said of the PSC from (3) which is
true of the whole system because only verbs of the class II.2 share an
infinitive ending in /-war/, revealing that it is in fact defined not by
the implication but by the ending. We conclude then that, while PSCs
are formulated as implications, classes are really defined by exponence
strategies, mostly with a focus on the infinitive.
In light of these observations, it appears that a class is sometimes
a set of lexemes having one or more common exponents (as we showed
for I and II.2), sometimes a set of lexemes for which some implicative
relationship between cells hold. Since macroclasses are motivated by
different types of criteria, we cannot assume that they are consistently
the same kind of object. If one chooses to keep both types of criteria,
it is not clear how one should decide which to apply when. It seems
preferable to build a class system relying only on one criterion.
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External motivation: regularity

Another organizing principle is at work in Kilani-Schoch and Dressler’s
(2005)’s classification of French verbs. A core assumption of that
work is a dual mechanism approach to inflection processing (see
Clahsen 2006 and references therein), according to which (i) there
is a categorical distinction between regular and irregular lexemes,
and (ii) regular and irregular lexemes are processed differently by
speakers. Whether a lexeme is regular or irregular cannot be established by examination of the synchronic inflection system, but
only through assessments of productivity (only regular patterns are
deemed productive) or psycholinguistic experimentation (regular
and irregular lexemes should lead to measurably different learning,
processing, and production). Kilani-Schoch and Dressler hold that
the contrast between regulars and irregulars should be the principal criterion to distinguish macroclasses. Hence their classification
makes a main distinction between two macroclasses, corresponding to the traditional first conjugation (infinitives in -er) vs. all
other verbs.
Whatever one may think of the merits of the dual mechanism hypothesis or of the assumption that regularity in French holds only of
the traditional first conjugation (see Bonami et al. 2008), the important point for present purposes is that Kilani-Schoch and Dressler’s
criterion for macroclasses is fundamentally different from the criterion used to group lexemes into microclasses. Macroclasses are No
longer a generalisation over microclasses, but rather a completely different classification of lexemes, whose empirical validity cannot be
established by examination of the internal structure of the synchronic
system. Again, while this is a defendable position, it is unclear why
one type of criterion should be privileged over another. Evidently
there are multiple ways of classifying lexemes that may be relevant
for different purposes, and it is not clear that there is merit in attempting to combine all such classifications in a single tree. In particular, it is an open question how exactly a broad classification based
on structural similarity and contrast between inflection patterns correlates with contrasts in productivity and/or ease of processing. Presupposing a strong association between the two does not help explore
the issue.
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In the remainder of this paper, we will focus on approaches to
inflectional classification that rely solely on examination of similarity
and differences between paradigms.
1.3.3

Heterogeneity among classes

In the context of defining a canonical typology of inflection class systems, Corbett (2009, p. 4) formulates two important criteria for canonical inflection classes, respectively on distinctiveness and cohesion of
classes: 4
(4)

a. “Criterion 1: In the canonical situation, forms differ as consistently as possible across inflectional classes, cell by cell.”
b. “Criterion 3: Within a canonical inflectional class each
member behaves identically.”

According to Corbett, a canonical inflection class system is a single partition of the set of lexemes where each class is maximally
cohesive internally and maximally distinct from other classes. Interestingly, Criterion 3 is reminiscent of the definition of micro-classes.
It is tempting then to assume that macro-classes are defined by Criterion 1: macro-classes should be strikingly different from one another.
This seems to match traditional practice, and leads to the satisfactory
conclusion that a canonical system is a system where micro-classes
and macro-classes coincide.
While Criterion 1 definitely captures part of the intuition behind
macro-classes, we should be wary of not applying it too strictly. In
any system where one paradigm cell inflects uniformly, all lexemes
share at least one inflectional realisation, and this common inflectional
realisation forbids perfect heterogeneity between classes. As a consequence, there is no partition that maximises distinctiveness, and hence
no macroclass other than the system as a whole. Such a definition of
macro-classes would then be too dependent on a rather unilluminating property of the system. Moreover, maximisation of distinctiveness
does not strictly match traditional practice either. For instance, in the
case of Latin nouns (1), it is not usual to suggest fusing the third and
fifth declensions, despite the fact that they share the exponent -e in
the singular ablative.
4 Corbett’s

Criterion 2 refers to the shape of paradigms, and does not directly
concern us here.
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We thus conclude that while distinctiveness is an important property of macro-classes, it cannot be used as the sole criterion for choosing which partition should count as a partition into macro-classes.
1.3.4

Predictability within classes

Going back to Carstairs-McCarthy (1994), we find that he justifies the
merging of classes into what he calls macroclasses when different affixes can be seen as suppletive allomorphs predictable from some other
phonological or morphological factor (they are not competing for the
speakers) (see Table 4).
This leads him to merge the first and second Latin declension (see
Table 2), despite their strong dissimilarity. Indeed, the first two declensions are mostly predictable on the basis of gender. In the same
way, some variations of the 3rd declension are predictable on the basis
of phonological properties of the stem. These are indicated by a swung
dash in Table 4. This is contrary to the intuition that macroclasses are
classes of lexemes that inflect alike.
In addition, some alternations indicated by a slash in Table 4 do
not correspond to systematic alternations. In this case, the classes are
merged together because of the similarity of their paradigms, not because of their predictability.
Table 4: Table from Carstairs-McCarthy (1994, p. 751)
Singular
Declension

nom

voc

acc

First/Second a ∼ us / –
a ∼e
am ∼ um
Third
s ∼ – / ēs ∼ is s ∼ – / ēs ∼ is em ∼ im
Fourth
us
us
um

gen

dat

abl

ae ∼ ī
is
ūs

ae∼ ō ā ∼ ō
ī
e
uī
ū

Plural
nom/voc
First/Second ae ∼ ī
Third
ēs
Fourth
ūs

acc

gen

dat/abl

ās ∼ ōs
ēs
ūs

ārum ∼ ōrum īs
um ∼ ium
ibus
uum
ibus

Original caption: “Latin masculine nouns: third analysis, designed to remove blur.
Forms separated by a swung dash are to be understood as distributed on the basis
of gender (in the 1st/2nd declension) or of phonological characteristics of the
stem. The distribution of forms separated by a slash is not governed in this way.”
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Beyond the specific predictors used by Carstairs-McCarthy, we
can see that merging paradigms according to predictability or similarity of the inflectional realisations leads to different results. Moreover,
it is expected that merging together very similar paradigms is not favorable to prediction. Let us take paradigm entropy (Ackerman and
Malouf 2013), the average conditional entropy of one paradigm cell
given another paradigm cell, as a measure of internal predictability
in a class. Unisng paradigm entropy, it becomes apparent that in fact,
merging similar classes hinders predictability rather than helping it. In
the case at hand, merging (2a) and (2b) in Table 1, which only differ
by nominative and vocative singular, raises the difficulty of predicting
these cells from any of the others, as having an accusative in -um and
knowing that the noun is of the second declension will not guarantee
that one can guess the correct nominative form. A macroclass comprising (2a) and (2b) would be justified if macroclasses are taken as
similarity-based classes, but not if they are taken as classes with low
paradigm entropy. On the other hand, one would not want to merge
(1a) and (2a) on the basis of similarity. However, since they share few
realisations, merging them would not raise the class paradigm entropy
much. For example, from the accusative form, two patterns would be
available to form the nominative, either -am → -a or -um → -us. This,
however, does not make prediction more difficult, as only accusative
forms ending in -am are candidates for the first pattern, and those
ending in -um for the second one.
Devising an entire classification of macroclasses in a way that
minimises the paradigm entropy in each class would lead to classifications that differ very strongly from what descriptive linguists produce.
In this paper, we will rather try to find macroclasses on the basis of
similarity. However, we should remember that those classes are not
expected to have a lower paradigm entropy than the whole system. 5
5 Given

several competing analyses of a system into classes on the basis of
their realisations, one could prefer that which conveniently predicts other grammatical features. Corbett (1982) has argued that it is preferable to define four
macroclasses of Russian nouns, rather than the three traditionally recognized,
as it offers a better predictibility of gender. As a first step towards automatic
inference of inflectional classification, the current study bases the inference of
macroclasses strictly on wordforms. However, the model could be extended in a
straightforward manner to cluster classes on the basis of other features in addi-
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1.3.5

Maximisation of descriptive economy

Another approach to the problem of choosing how to define macroclasses relies on the idea that, in theory, the optimal set of macroclasses should result in the most economical description of the morphological system as a whole. This idea has been explored in particular
by Sagot and Walther (Sagot and Walther 2011; Walther and Sagot
2011; Walther 2013; Sagot and Walther 2013; Walther 2016), who
compare manually crafted descriptions, comprising a morphological
grammar and a morphological lexicon, using a quantitative measure
of their descriptive economy based on the information-theoretic notion of description length (Rissanen 1978). Such an approach allowed them to compare competing accounts of a number of morphological (sub)systems in a variety of languages (French, Maltese, Khaling, and Latin), based on grammars implemented in the Alexinaparsli
framework, an implementation of Walther’s parsli morphological
formalism, for which see now (Walther 2016). These competing accounts can vary in different ways, one of which being the inventory
of macroclasses, which roughly correspond to what they refer to as
inflection patterns. For instance, Sagot and Walther (2011) compares
the description lengths of four descriptions of French verbal inflection
that contrast in the number of macroclasses they distinguish (from
1 to 139), in relation with different ways to dispatch morphological information between the grammar and the lexicon (e.g. lexically
specified stem suppletion vs. stem alternation patterns encoded in the
grammar).
While Sagot and Walther’s work is an important inspiration for
the strategy we will develop later in this paper, there are two fundamental limitations of their work. First, the fact that they rely on a
specific description formalism to encode all competing accounts inevitably biases and reduces the set of possible accounts that can be
compared. Second, and more importantly, they only compare a handful of manually crafted grammars. Without a way to systematically
explore the space of possible descriptions, they can only draw conclusions from the relative compactness of the competing descriptions
they compare.
tion to alternation patterns. We leave the exploration of such a possibility to a
future study.
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To conclude this section, we have argued that a coherent definition of macroclasses should rely on a single, well-conceived criterion
to assess the level of accepted similarity. Several competing criteria
are sometimes used to define macroclass membership, and most criteria used in the literature rely on more than the forms and inflectional
realisations themselves. In this work, we ask whether macroclasses can
be inferred from the sole examination of paradigms. This has the advantage that any preconceived idea about other properties that macroclasses have can be tested empirically. For example, we will be able
to observe if we find only two macroclasses that conform to the categorical regular/irregular contrast presupposed by a dual mechanism
approach to morphological processing.
2

inferring inflection classes

To automatically infer macroclasses from paradigms of raw forms,
we take on two tasks, treated sequentially. First, given paradigms of
forms, we want to infer all relevant alternation patterns following either a local or a global segmentation. The two segmentation strategies need to be strictly comparable. Second, given a table of alternation patterns, we attempt to infer micro- and macroclasses in a principled way.
2.1

From forms to patterns

The first task at hand is to infer alternation patterns from surface
forms. We first describe previous work on the subject, then describe
our algorithm.
2.1.1

Previous work on inflectional rule inference

A substantial amount of work has already been done on automatic
inference of inflection rules from inflected forms, either in the context
of modeling a speaker’s knowledge of inflection (Albright and Hayes
2003, 2006) or in a Natural Language Processing context, with the
goal of expanding sparse lexica (Durrett and DeNero 2013; Ahlberg
et al. 2014; Nicolai et al. 2015). In this section, we review relevant
aspects of these attempts.
Given a set of forms, one can formulate a large number of alternation patterns relating them. Choosing an appropriate function is an
optimisation problem, seeking to minimise both the total number of
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Table 5:
Illustration of
the alignment
problem for two
imaginary
languages

(a) Infix language

(b) Prefix language

sg

pl

sg

pl

to
ri
su
ne
ba

bato
bari
basu
bane
baba

to
ri
su
ne
ba

tabo
rabi
sabu
nabe
baba

(c) Alignments of baba ∼ ba
Alignment
pl
(i) sg
(ii) sg
(iii) sg

b
_
b
b

a
_
a
_

b
b
_
_

Pattern
sg ∼ pl
a
a
_
a

_ ∼ ba_
_ ∼ _ba
_∅_ ∼ _ab_

patterns postulated to describe a system and to maximise the morphophonological naturality of the function. To explore the problem,
let us consider two imaginary languages marking the opposition between singular and plural nouns as indicated in Table 5.
The two languages share exactly one lexeme, whose singular form
is ba and whose plural is baba. There are a number of alternative
ways of conceiving of the exponent of plural for that morpheme. Three
prominent possibilities are (i) a ba- prefix, (ii) a -ba suffix, or (iii) an
-ab- infix. 6 To these three possibilities correspond the three patterns
listed in section (c) of Table 5, which in turn correspond to three ways
of aligning the two forms. These toy languages are designed to highlight the fact that the choice of a pattern for a given lexeme is dependent on what happens in the rest of the language. In the context
of language (a), where all other nouns mark the plural by prefixing
ba-, it is clearly preferable to adopt a prefixation analysis (i); on the
other hand, in the context of language (b), where all other nouns mark
the plural by infixation, no descriptive linguist would doubt that the
appropriate analysis for ba∼baba is an infixation analysis.
The task of deciding which alternation pattern is most relevant
to relate two forms usually requires at least two steps: choosing an
alignment, and abstracting a pattern from that alignment. The ambiguity can be resolved at the alignment stage by finding only one
alignment or once all possible patterns are known. Note that the local
and global strategies described above differ in how they perform the
alignment step.
Extant approaches contrast in the way they deal with these issues. First, Durrett and DeNero (2013) infer global segmentations via
6 Further

possibilities include reduplication of the initial or final syllable.
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the alignment of all forms to a base form. Ahlberg et al. (2014) directly align all forms of a paradigm together, also performing a global
segmentation. On the other hand, Albright and Hayes (2003) and Albright and Hayes (2006) explicitly model local alternation patterns.
Nicolai et al. (2015) compare forms locally, but only include pairs
containing a designated base form, and thus do not take into account
the whole array of possible alternations. Second, Durrett and DeNero (2013) and Albright and Hayes (2006) both use string alignment
algorithms based on edit distance. The former perform iterated alignments to make their algorithm paradigm aware (which is why their
alignment is global) while the latter optimise the similarity of aligned
segments in terms of phonological features. Ahlberg et al. (2014) rely
on transducer intersection to find the optimal alignment, and Nicolai et al. (2015) use the Expectation-Maximisation algorithm to learn
atomic operations rather than entire alignments.
Although these studies are important sources of inspiration for
the algorithm presented below, the strategies they implement are not
quite appropriate for our current goals. The use of a privileged base
form makes sense when trying to fill sparse paradigms as did both Durrett and DeNero (2013) and Nicolai et al. (2015): picking a frequent
base form then allows one to reliably make inferences even for infrequent lexemes. However, while some forms can be prominent on the
basis of informativeness, markedness, or other factors,here is no a prioriotivation for favouring a base form in the identification of inflection
classes. Speakers may be initially exposed to any form of a lexeme, and
are able to draw inferences about the rest of that lexeme’s paradigm on
that basis, exhibiting no dependency on a designated base (Ackerman
et al. 2009; Bonami and Beniamine 2016).
Likewise, Albright and Hayes’s Minimum Generalisation Learner
has a crucial property: the patterns it finds are gradually generalised,
and generalisations at all levels are remembered. This is crucial to
modeling the phenomenon of Islands of reliability, whereas lexemes
that are phonotactically more typical of an inflection pattern are more
strongly associated by speakers with that pattern. For our purposes
though, it is crucial that each pair of form be associated with a single pattern, so that the lexicon is partitioned according to which pattern each lexeme instantiates. In addition, not having to keep track of
all intermediate generalisations considerably reduces the algorithmic
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complexity of the task, an important practical consideration when our
experiments will rely on comparisons of thousands of pairs of cells for
thousands of lexemes.
Finally, none of the studies we review here provide an algorithm
allowing for the comparison between global and local strategies. We
thus devise one that allows for strict comparison of both strategies.
2.1.2

Our pattern algorithm

To compare local and global segmentation strategies, we devise a segmentation process with two minimally different variants, which both
output exactly one pattern per pair of cells. We use the same algorithm
in both cases, changing only the number of forms we input.
We exemplify the algorithm on a sub-paradigm of the French
verb amener ‘bring’, consisting of the three indicative present plural forms, and start with the global strategy. In that context, all forms
of a paradigm are input at once, as indicated in column 1 of Table 6).
Our pattern extraction algorithm has two distinct parts. First, the
input forms are left-aligned, as indicated in column 2 of Table 6. Second, all vertically identical characters are replaced by a placeholder,
merging contiguous placeholders, as indicated in column 3 of Table 6.
This allows us to discard constant information, and keep only the information that varies and their position in the form. We then group
the resulting strings two by two to form the patterns, as indicated in
column 4.
To model the local strategy, we proceed in exactly the same fashion, except for the fact that the algorithm is applied separately to each
Table 6:
Plural present forms for the
verb amener ‘bring’:
Global pattern extraction

prs.1pl
prs.2pl
prs.3pl

1. Input

2. Left aligned forms

3. Variables

amønõ
amøne
amɛn

am
am
am

…ø…õ
…ɛ…
…ø…e

ø
ø
ɛ

n
n
n

õ
e

4. Output: patterns
prs.1pl ∼ prs.2pl
prs.2pl ∼ prs.3pl
prs.3pl ∼ prs.1pl
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1. Input

2. Left aligned forms

3. Variables

prs.1pl
prs.2pl

amønõ
amøne

a
a

m
m

ø
ø

n
n

õ
e

…õ
…e

prs.2pl
prs.3pl

amøne
amɛn

a
a

m
m

ø
ɛ

n
n

e

…ø…e
…ɛ…

prs.3pl
prs.1pl

amɛn
amønõ

a
a

m
m

ɛ
ø

n
n

õ

Table 7:
Plural present forms for
the verb amener ‘bring’:
Local pattern extraction

…ɛ…
…ø…õ

4. Output: patterns
prs.1pl ∼ prs.2pl
prs.2pl ∼ prs.3pl
prs.3pl ∼ prs.1pl

…õ ∼ …e
…ø…e ∼ …ɛ…
…ɛ… ∼ …ø…õ

pair of paradigm cells, rather than just once to the whole set of pairs.
In the case at hand, as indicated in Table 7, this leads to three separate
runs of the algorithm, leading in each case to the production of one
pattern.
As we see from the tables, the local strategy produces binary alternation patterns which encode strictly local knowledge about the
pair, while global alternation patterns encode knowledge about the
rest of the paradigm. On this small paradigm, the choice of strategy
only makes a difference for the alternation between the first and second person. The global strategy yields a pattern specific to verbs with
an /ə/ in the penultimate syllable. The local strategy, on the other
hand, yields a more general pattern, that also characterises verbs with
no /ə/ in the penultimate syllable. This is relevant to clustering, as
the global strategy, but not the local strategy, will take amener to
exhibit a rather unusual behavior. 7
Both strategies take the surface forms at face value and do not
attempt to derive any underlying representations. Alternations are
thus morpho-phonological rather than strictly morphological. There
are two main reasons for this choice: First, it is not clear how to automatically abstract all regular phonology from a set of wordforms (our
7 In

fact, all French verbs except être ‘be’, faire ‘do’, dire ‘say’ and their
derivative use the same pattern as amener.
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input). Second, some regular phonological alternations do contribute
to opacities in alternations, and are predictible only in one direction.
Abstracting them out would be to underestimate the task speakers face
when they inflect forms.
As this example illustrates, our current algorithm is able to capture stem-internal alternations that are rampant in familiar inflection
systems. Actually, it is general enough to allow for multiple points of
variation within the string, and hence is in principle capable of dealing with root-and-pattern morphology. On the other hand, the use of
left-alignment is a clear limitation of the algorithm, making it impossible to capture systems making any use of prefixation. 8 While this is
a clear limitation, it has no influence on performance on non-prefixing
systems such as the ones we will explore in Section 4.
From patterns to classes

2.2
2.2.1

Previous work on inflection classes inference

The task of automatically inferring inflection classes has recently seen
growing interest.
An early attempt at that task by Goldsmith and O’Brien (2006)
used a neural network to relate features to exponents. The hope was
that the hidden layer of the network would reflect inflectional classification. However, experiments on both Spanish and German failed
to produce such a result. Very recently, Malouf (2017) has developed
more promising uses of neural networks to model inflectional behavior, but the results cannot be interpreted straightforwardly as a partition of inflectional macroclasses.
There have also been efforts in NLP to infer microclasses from incomplete paradigms (Eskander et al. 2013; Monson et al. 2004), building on the same kinds of methods used by Dreyer and Eisner (2011)
and Durrett and DeNero (2013); Nicolai et al. (2015) for inflectional
realisation in sparse lexica.
More directly related to the present work is Brown and Evans
(2012), who present an attempt at infering inflection classes for
the system of Russian nouns. They evaluate redundancy between
8 See

Beniamine (2017) for a pattern inference algorithm capturing prefixation, suffixation, infixation, root-and-pattern morphology, and suprasegmental
exponence, that could readily be used as a substitute for the simple algorithm
used in this paper.
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paradigms through a compression distance. They perform clustering
on this basis using CompLearn (Cilibrasi and Vitanyi 2005). The output of CompLearn is an unrooted binary tree. Since this tree is hardly
interpretable, Brown and Evans use a series of heuristics to select preferred nodes in the tree. Their approach does not rely on the abstraction of inflectional realisations. Since the compression distance is computed on forms, it captures as much, if not more, of the similarity between stems than the similarity of the inflectional material.It is then
unclear whether the resulting tree encodes strictly inflectional structure. Since Brown and Evans (2012)’s goal is to validate an account of
Russian noun inflection (Brown 1998), they are attempting to decide
which heuristic yields an inflectional classification that is presupposed
to be correct. If we do not rely on a pre-existing theory, we also lose
the way to choose among such heuristics. In this paper, we thus wish
to infer a partition of classes directly.
Bonami (2014) attempts to improve on Brown and Evans’s (2012)
strategy by inferring inflectional realisations as a separate step. He
produces inflectional classification trees based on both affixes and alternation patterns, which corresponded broadly to our local and global
segmentation strategies. The trees are built using distance-based agglomerative hierarchical clustering with average linkage (Sokal and
Michener 1958). Unfortunately, the distances used for the alternation
patterns and for the exponents are not commensurable. Moreover, the
final shape of the inflectional system is a tree with no distinguished
macroclass level. Indeed, since distances evaluate the fitness of one
class, not the fitness of a partition, they are not an appropriate tool
with which to choose a preferred partition of classes in the tree.
Lee and Goldsmith’s (2013) approach is closest to ours. Starting
from a representation of paradigms, they define a greedy clustering
algorithm that uses the Minimal Description Length principle (Rissanen 1978) to decide which paradigms it is optimal to group together
in a cell of the partition. Note that this is closely related to the use
of MDL to compare inflection class systems (Sagot and Walther 2011;
Walther and Sagot 2011; Walther 2013), for which see Section 1.3.5,
but improves on it by using MDL as a criterion for clustering rather
than using it to compare manually crafted classifications. However,
Lee and Goldsmith’s approach is marred by what we take as a poor
choice of representation for paradigms. In their approach, paradigms
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are collections of words, and words are represented by the set of characters in their orthographic forms. For instance, delay and delayed are
represented by the same set {a,d,e,l,y}. This is unsatisfactory in many
respects: such representations lack any plausibility as representations
of the knowledge of speakers, and make it impossible to take into
account important aspects of morphological structure. For instance,
the character sets of daring ({a,d,g,i,n,r}) is closer to that of denigrate
({a,d,e,g,i,n,r,t}) than to that of dare ({a,d,e,r}).
The approach presented below can be seen as an attempt to combine ideas from Bonami on the use of alternation patterns to assess
similarity between lexemes, and from Sagot and Walther and from
Lee and Goldsmith on the use of the Minimal Description Principle as
a criterion.
2.2.2

Our approach to inflection classes inference

Our goal is to infer a partition of macroclasses on top of microclasses
directly. Doing so requires formal definitions of both of these constructs. We take microclasses to follow the strictest definition of inflection classes:
(5)

A system of microclasses is a partition of the set of lexemes into
classes which share the exact same list of inflectional realisations.

It follows that the microclasses can be transparently deduced from
the inflectional realisation. We propose to define macroclasses as follows:
(6)

A system of macroclasses is an optimal system of non-overlapping
sets of microclasses.

To decide which partition is optimal, we now need a criterion to
compare different partitions of a set of microclasses.
The leading idea is to look for the system of macroclasses that optimally captures the regularities in the data. Let’s say we begin with a
system of microclasses and wish to merge some of them into broader
macroclasses. In the initial system, each microclass is described separately as having a list of patterns indexed by pairs of cells. Wherever
merged microclasses have a common pattern, an optimal description
will be able to mention that pattern only once by associating it with the
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merged class. On the other hand, if merged classes use distinct patterns
for the same cell, any description will need to disambiguate which microclass uses which pattern. Following Occam’s razor, merging microclasses into a macroclass can then be seen as beneficial to concision as
long as we gain more due to common patterns than we lose because
of disambiguation. This follows the overall intuition of the Minimal
Description Length Principle, according to which the structure best
fitting a dataset is the structure allowing for the shortest description
of the data. However, the reason we choose that structure is not that
concision is a quality per se, but rather that it reflects the ability of
the structure to account for regularities in the data. Thus, we decide
that a partition of the set of lexemes in macroclasses is better than
another one if it leads to a more concise description of the inflection
class system.
In the next section, we present the probabilistic model that allows
us to assess the length of a description, and the algorithm that makes
use of this criterion to find the best macroclasses for a given set of
microclasses.
3
3.1

finding an optimal partition
The minimum description length principle

Minimum Description Length (MDL) is a general framework for selecting an appropriate model of a dataset within a space of possible
models (Rissanen 1984; Grünwald 2007). The underlying idea is that
wherever there is structure in a dataset, that structure can be used
to provide a shorter description of the dataset. Different models will
capture the structure in the data to different extents. The quality of
a model can thus be assessed by looking at the length of an optimal
description of the data relying on the model. This will comprise both
the description of the model itself, and a description of whatever aspects of the data the model was not able to describe. Optimality of
the description is ensured in information-theoretic terms. The Minimal Description Length Principle then states that the best model is
the model leading to the shortest description. This is supposed to embody Occam’s razor: the best model is the most frugal model. For the
MDL principle to make sense, it is essential that the models under
consideration be strictly commensurable. MDL allows one to compare
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different models written in the same formal framework, not all conceivable models, an endeavour that has been proved mathematically
to be impossible.
The MDL is a general method for inductive inference, used mostly
in the field of machine learning as a sound way of avoiding overfitting. In recent years, it has been used to address problems of linguistic
modeling in morphology in two very different ways. As mentioned
above, Sagot and Walther (2011, 2013) and Walther (2013) compare
hand-designed descriptions of the same inflection system couched in
the same rich formalism and use description length to decide which
of these is preferable. Goldsmith (2001) then again explores automatically all possible morphological segmentations of a text (hence using
a coarse-grained formalism for morphological description) and uses
description length of the whole text to decide which segmentation is
more likely to be correct.
In this paper, we adopt from Sagot and Walther the idea of using
a description-length-based information-theoretic criterion for comparing competing accounts of a morphological system. However, we make
use of this idea in a different setting; their approach, as Goldmsith’s
approach, is constructive in the sense of Blevins (2006); They are looking for the shortest possible grammar that generates the data within a
predefined framework. This contrasts with the work reported in this
paper, where we compare descriptions that are highly redundant. We
make no claim that these descriptions are reasonable. We only claim
that comparing them is useful to assess which set of macroclasses best
represents regularities and irregularities in the data. Although this
may be less familiar to linguists, this is actually the standard use of
MDL in statistical inference, where descriptions are constructed for
the purposes of comparing models, and do not necessarily have an
inherent value.
3.2

Modeling macroclass systems

For the purposes of comparing inflection class systems, we thus need
to define formally a family of models of inflection systems that differ
in the way they group lexemes in classes, and then to assess their description length. The shape of the models we will use follows from the
view of the inflectional macroclasses we argued for above. Lexemes
are grouped in microclasses according to which patterns they instan-
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tiate, a microclass being a class of lexemes that instantiate the exact
same vector of patterns; macroclasses form a partition of the set of
microclasses. A model of an inflection class system will contain the
following four components:
(7)

a. A specification M of which lexemes belong to which microclasses.
b. A specification C of which microclass belongs to which
macroclass or cluster of microclasses.
c. A specification P of which patterns (for each pair of
paradigm cells) are instantiated in each cluster. Note that
for any cluster containing more than one microclass, there
will be at least one pair of cells for which two or more patterns are instantiated; otherwise there would only be one
inflectional behavior and hence only one microclass in the
cluster.
d. The residual information R that cannot be deduced from
the assignment of a microclass to a cluster. This amounts
to specifying, wherever a cluster instantiates more than one
pattern for a pair of cells, which microclass in the cluster
uses which pattern.

To better understand how such models can be used to compare
candidate systems of macroclasses, let us consider a toy system consisting of the three French verbs amener ‘bring’, boire ‘drink’ and dire
‘say’ in the indicative present plural. Table 8 indicates both the raw
(sub)paradigms of the three verbs and the patterns abstracted from
these paradigms under a local pattern inference strategy. The three
verbs clearly belong to three different microclasses. Let us consider
then in turn the three possible ways of grouping them into macroclasses. Table 9 provides an informal but rather detailed specification
of the four components of a description of three possible classifications of this dataset. In each case, two of the three verbs are grouped
together in a cluster, and the remaining third verb forms a cluster of
its own.
As should be apparent from the table, the three candidate classifications do not differ in the length of a description of the assignments
of lexemes to microclasses or microclasses to clusters. However they
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Table 8: Subparadigms and local patterns for three French verbs in the Indicative
Present Plural
Raw data
1pl

2pl

Patterns (local strategy)
3pl

amener amənɔ̃ aməne amɛn
boire
byvɔ̃ byve bwav
dire
dizɔ̃
dit
diz

1pl∼2pl

1pl∼3pl

2pl∼3pl

…ɔ̃∼e
( p1 ) …ə…ɔ̃∼…ɛ… ( p3 ) …ə…e∼…ɛ… ( p6 )
…ɔ̃∼e
( p1 ) …y…ɔ̃∼…wa… ( p4 ) …y…e∼…wa… ( p7 )
…zɔ̃∼…t ( p2 ) …ɔ̃∼…
( p5 ) …t∼…z
( p8 )

Table 9: Detailed description of three classifications of the paradigms from
Table 8 in microclasses and macroclasses
Partition {{amener},{boire,dire}} {{amener, boire},{dire}} {{amener,dire},{boire}}
M

amener 7→ m1
boire 7→ m2
dire 7→ m3

amener 7→ m1
boire 7→ m2
dire 7→ m3

amener 7→ m1
boire 7→ m2
dire 7→ m3

C

m1 7→ c1
m2 7→ c2
m3 7→ c2

m1 7→ c1
m2 7→ c1
m3 7→ c2

m1 7→ c1
m2 7→ c2
m2 7→ c1

P

c1 : 1pl ∼ 2pl :
1pl ∼ 3pl :
2pl ∼ 3pl :
c2 : 1pl ∼ 2pl :
1pl ∼ 3pl :
2pl ∼ 3pl :

R

m2 : p1
m3 : p2
m2 : p4
m3 : p5
m2 : p7
m3 : p8

{p1 }
{p3 }
{p6 }
{p1 , p2 }
{p4 , p5 }
{p7 , p8 }

c1 : 1pl ∼ 2pl :
1pl ∼ 3pl :
2pl ∼ 3pl :
c2 : 1pl ∼ 2pl :
1pl ∼ 3pl :
2pl ∼ 3pl :

{p1 }
{p3 , p4 }
{p6 , p7 }
{p2 }
{p5 }
{p8 }

m1 : p3
m2 : p4
m1 : p6
m2 : p7

c1 : 1pl ∼ 2pl :
1pl ∼ 3pl :
2pl ∼ 3pl :
c2 : 1pl ∼ 2pl :
1pl ∼ 3pl :
2pl ∼ 3pl :
m1 : p1
m3 : p2
m1 : p3
m3 : p5
m1 : p6
m3 : p8
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differ both in terms of assignment of patterns to clusters and in terms
of residual information: because the second classification groups together two microclasses that share a pattern, the assignment of patterns to clusters is briefer (pattern p1 is only mentioned once rather
than twice), as is the residue (the clusters provide perfectly accurate
information on 1pl ∼ 2pl, and hence the residue makes no mention
of patterns p1 and p2 ). Hence the second classification, grouping together amener and boire, leads to a shorter description and should
be preferred over the other two.
Two more classifications have to be considered: a classification
with only one macroclass, and one with one macroclass per microclass. These are illustrated in Table 10. In the first case, all of the
Partition

{{amener, boire,dire}} {{amener},{dire},{boire}}

M (microclasses) amener 7→ m1
boire 7→ m2
dire 7→ m3

amener 7→ m1
boire 7→ m2
dire 7→ m3

C (macroclasses) m1 7→ c1
m2 7→ c1
m3 7→ c1

m1 7→ c1
m2 7→ c2
m3 7→ c3

P (patterns)

c1 : 1pl ∼ 2pl : {p1 , p2 }
c1 :
1pl ∼ 3pl : {p3 , p4 , p5 }
2pl ∼ 3pl : {p6 , p7 , p8 }
c2 :

1pl ∼ 2pl :
1pl ∼ 3pl :
2pl ∼ 3pl :
1pl ∼ 2pl :
1pl ∼ 3pl :
2pl ∼ 3pl :
c2 : 1pl ∼ 2pl :
1pl ∼ 3pl :
2pl ∼ 3pl :

R (residue)

m1 : p 1
m2 : p 1
m3 : p 2
m1 : p 3
m2 : p4
m3 : p5
m1 : p6
m2 : p7
m3 : p8
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{p1 }
{p3 }
{p6 }
{p1 }
{p4 }
{p7 }
{p2 }
{p5 }
{p8 }

Table 10:
Detailed
description of
two extreme
classifications of
the paradigms
from Table 8 in
microclasses and
macroclasses
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disambiguation is done in the residue, while in the second the same
thing is done in the pattern assignment. The table gives the impression
that the first description is longer, as it has both something in P and
in R. However, it actually captures a generalisation that the other does
not. In information-theoretic terms, it is a shorter description.
Going from this informal presentation to a precise measure of description length requires one to provide an explicit scheme for describing each of M , C , P and R as sequences of symbols. Any such sequence
displays a probability distribution of the symbols via their relative frequency in the message. Information Theory (Shannon 1948) provides
a way of determining the size in bits of the shortest possible encoding
of that message.
Intuitively, this depends on the length of the message (all other
things being equal, longer messages are longer to encode), and the
frequency of the symbols within the message (symbols that occur multiple times in the message are less surprising and hence less costly).
More precisely, the length of the shortest possible description of a message m is the length of message times the entropy of the distribution
of the list S of symbols in the message.
(8)

DL(m) = |m| · H(m)
∑
= −|m| · x ∈S P(x) · log2 P(x)
∑
count(x)
= − x ∈S count(x) · log2 |m|

The appendix presents in detail the scheme we used in this paper.
For present purposes, it is sufficient to note that we define the description length of an inflection system to be the sum of the description
lengths of its four components.
(9)
3.3

DL(I) = DL(M ) + DL(C) + DL(P ) + DL(R)
Searching for possible partitions

We can now define our criterion for deciding which of a set of partitions is optimal as minimisation of DL(I). Therefore, searching for the
macroclasses could theoretically be a matter of evaluating all the possible partitions over the microclasses. This is not a realistic strategy in
practice. For a system with 15 microclasses, there are more than a billion different partitions to consider. For a system such as French conjugation, with 74 microclasses, the number of partitions to consider
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approaches the number of atoms in the universe (1080 ). 9 The size of
the search space entails that a full exploration of all possibilities is out
of the picture. Here we use a greedy bottom-up search, which finds
macroclasses from microclasses by merging repeatedly two clusters.
The algorithm can be described as follows:
(10)

a. Start with a partition where each microclass is a cluster.
b. For each pair of clusters, evaluate what the DL of the system
would be if the pair were to be merged.
c. Merge one of the pairs of clusters which results in a minimal
DL.
d. Repeat steps (b-c) until the DL stops decreasing.

We exemplify the search with an imaginary system of five microclasses, named from A to E. Figure 1 illustrates how the algorithm
proceeds. The numbers used here as description lengths are arbitrary
and serve only the purpose of illustrating the algorithm.
Step (1) corresponds to the initial state, where each microclass
forms its own cluster. Let us assume arbitrarily that the description
length of the corresponding model is of 6 bits. In step (2), we select
the pair of microclasses leading to the lowest DL. That is, we examine
the 10 models obtained by putting any two microclasses in the same
clusters, and pick the one whose description length is the smallest. In
this instance it happens to be D and E, with a DL of 4.
We then proceed to determine again the optimal merges for the
system constituting the output of step (2). In this instance, it happens
that there are two optimal solutions: merging A and B or A and C both
leads to models with a description length of 3.5. In such a situation,
we choose one of the optimal solutions at random. Here the choice
happens to be merging A and C.
9 The

number of possible partitions for a set of cardinality n is the n th Bell
number Bn , where B0 = 1 and:
Bn+1 =

n  
∑
n
k=0

k

Bn .

The Bell numbers grow very quickly—much more quickly than an exponential
function, for instance.
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Figure 1:
Example of a run of the search algorithm
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In step (4), we examine all possible merges and find that only
one merge, ACB, leads to an optimal model. Finally, in step (5), we
examine the result of merging the two only remaining macroclasses
in a single cluster. This however leads to a description length that
is longer than that of the optimal description found at step (4). This
shows that merging clusters has stopped being beneficial for description length, and we conclude that the partition found at the end of
step (4) is optimal.
Three important remarks about the algorithm are in order. First,
there is no a priori guarantee that there will be several macroclasses.
It is possible, if the DL continues to lower, to end up with only one
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cluster. Thus this algorithm is suited to decide on an empirical basis
if a system displays non-trivial macroclasses. Second, our algorithm is
nondeterministic: at step (3) in the example above, we had to choose
at random which classes to merge, which entails that a different choice
might have taken us to a different final partition in two macroclasses.
To address this issue, in the empirical studies below, we will perform multiple runs of the algorithm and check that the results are
stable. Third, as with most greedy algorithms, we can only hope that
the local optimum found by the algorithm indeed corresponds to the
global optimum—and hence that the macroclasses we find are indeed
the true macroclasses. While this is not fully satisfactory, we know of
no search algorithm able to find the global optimum in a reasonable
amount of time.
4

classification and results

In this section we discuss the results of applications of our algorithms
to the conjugation of French and European Portuguese, and address
three research questions: first, as we saw in the last section, not all
datasets will lead to the emergence of a partition into macroclasses;
the algorithm may terminate with the conclusion that introducing
macroclasses does not lead to a more economical description. Given
this, do macroclasses emerge in the systems at hand? Second, we introduced in section 2 two ways of describing inflectional realisations,
relying on either a local or a global strategy. Where they emerge, how
different are the macroclass systems found with both strategies? Third,
how do the macroclass systems inferred by our algorithm compare to
the systems posited by descriptive morphologists?
Datasets
Our datasets take the form of large inflectional lexica with phonemically transcribed forms.
For French, we rely on the verbal subset of the Flexique dataset
(Bonami et al. 2014). It is based on the Lexique dataset (New et al.
2001), but the transcriptions have been corrected by hand, and the
incomplete paradigms provided by Lexique have been filled semiautomatically. We ignore any defective or overabundant entries. The
resulting dataset contains 5259 lexemes each containing forms for
each of 51 morphosyntactic cells.
4.1
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For European Portuguese, we rely on the European Portuguese
pronunciation dictionary elaborated by Veiga et al. (2013), kindly
provided and adapted by hand by Fernando Perdigão. The dataset
contains 1995 lexemes, with forms for each of the 69 morphosyntactic cells. As was done for French, overabundance and defectivity are
ignored.
To compute phonological generalisations for on the context in
which patterns are satisfied, our program also requires as input a specification of the value of each character as a vector of phonological features. We used the feature descriptions designed for the purposes of
Bonami and Boyé (2014) and Bonami and Luís (2014). 10
For both datasets, we ran the algorithm twice: once with alternation patterns found using the local strategy, and once with those
found using the global strategy. The result consists of two classifications: first, that of lexemes into microclasses, then the classification of
microclasses into macroclasses. The program also logs the history of
the classification process as a tree of successive merges.
4.2

Patterns

The local and global alternation patterns differ substantially. As could
be expected, the global approach results in a larger number of patterns
per pair of cells, as is shown in Figure 2. This is due to the fact that
any irregularity in the relation between two cells will have an impact
on which patterns relate all other pairs of cells of that lexeme. For
example, in a situation where two paradigm cells are identical for all
lexemes, the local approach finds that generalisation, while the global
approach may find more than one pattern depending on what happens
elsewhere.

10 One notable choice for the French dataset is that height distinctions between

mid-vowels were neutralised by using the same feature matrices for the pairs of
vowels ([e],[ɛ]), ([ø],[œ]), and ([o],[ɔ]). This is motivated by the fact that midvowel pronunciations are in a state of fluctuation in standard French in some
positions, so that in some cases no single narrow transcription is appropriate for
a given word. In examples below the neutralised vowels are noted E, Ø and O
respectively.
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European Portuguese, local patterns

French, local patterns

Figure 2: Distribution of the number of distinct patterns per pair of cells in each setting

These ﬁgures read as follows: In the French global setting, there are 213 pairs of cells which contain 53 distinct patterns, 172 pairs of cells which
contain 56 distinct patterns, etc.

European Portuguese, global patterns

French, global patterns
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4.3

Microclasses

Remember that microclasses are sets of lexemes exhibiting identical
patterns for all pairs of cells. Even though the two strategies find very
different patterns, in both languages, they lead to the same inventory
of microclasses. This is a general property of the algorithm that is
best explained by observing that two lexemes show an identical global
inflectional behavior if and only if they show an identical behavior in
each local context.
For French, we find 73 microclasses. The largest class contains
verbs with the same inflectional behavior as axer (3671), followed
by the class of verbs behaving like agir (353). 60 of the classes have
less than 20 members, with 15 having just one member. For European
Portuguese, we find 55 microclasses, the largest of which contains
verbs behaving like usar (911), followed by that of verbs such as
jogar (177). 43 microclasses present less than 20 members, with 15
having just one member.
Microclasses have little value as generalisations over inflectional
behavior, because any small deviation between the behavior of two
lexemes results in separate classes.
4.4

Macroclasses

Since microclasses with local and global patterns display different similarity structures, they also produce different macroclass systems. We
ran the macroclass algorithm over the four different microclass systems (French and European Portuguese, local and global). The history
of the algorithm can be depicted as a tree of recursive merges. Figures
3, 4, 5 and 6 show the history for both the local and global patterns.
Black arcs represent merges where the description length decreased,
gray arcs merges where the description length did not decrease; hence
macroclasses are those clusters dominating black arcs and dominated
by gray arcs. Nodes corresponding to a macroclass are labelled with
the number of lexemes in the class.
We observe that with the global strategy, most microclasses do
not cluster much together, while the local strategy leads to fewer
macroclasses that seem more balanced. It is important to note here
that the intermediate merges cannot be given a straightforward interpretation: their order does not necessarily reflect anything relevant,
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Figure 3:
History of
merges for
European
Portuguese
macroclasses, on
local patterns
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Figure 4:
History of
merges for
European
Portuguese
macroclasses, on
and global
pattern.
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Figure 5:
History of
merges for
European
Portuguese
macroclasses, on
local patterns
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Figure 6:
History of
merges for
European
Portuguese
macroclasses, on
global patterns
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and there is little reason to believe that they represent classes of intermediate granularity.
Remember that the greedy algorithm which we used to merge
classes is nondeterministic: if we happen to encounter two competing
best merges leading to the same decrease in DL, the algorithm chooses
at random which to perform. To ensure the stability of our results despite this non-determinism, for each condition, we ran the classification procedure 100 times. The order of merges varied, especially at
the beginning of runs, but the macroclass partition was constant over
iterations. Figure 7 represents the intersection of 100 history trees for
the French local patterns condition: if we consider each node as represented by the set of leaves it spans, and each edge as a pair of nodes,
this history tree keeps only nodes and edges common to all 100 iterations, then adds edges (dashed in the figure) according to node spans
to keep a tree structure. As can be seen on the picture, the areas of
variation are small and localised at the bottom of the tree (the start of
the algorithm). Results in the three other settings are similar.
In all settings, we do find non-trivial macroclasses: the clustering process stops before having merged all microclasses together. For
European Portuguese verbs, we find 13 macroclasses with the global
patterns and 5 with the local patterns. For French verbs, we find
14 macroclasses with the global patterns and 6 with the local patterns.
In neither condition did we find a bipartition between microclasses usually deemed regular and those that are usually deemed irregular. This suggests that a classification based on regularity and a
classification based on similarity will be orthogonal to one another.
In both languages, the global strategy leads to classifications that
contain numerous small macroclasses and bear no resemblance to extant classifications for these languages. Local patterns lead to fewer
macroclasses, and generalisations are highly similar to traditional wisdom. This is clearly due to local patterns capturing more fine-grained
similarity. We take this to suggest that our algorithm, applied under
a local strategy to pattern inference, is close to operationalizing the
heuristics used by descriptive linguists when designing a hand-made
classification.
In French, the grammatical tradition distinguishes three conjugations. The first conjugation consists of verbs with infinitives in -er. The
second conjugation consists of verbs with infinitives in -ir and exhibit-
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Figure 7:
Intersection of
the history of
100 runs for the
French local
patterns
condition
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Macroclass 1
Macroclass 2
Macroclass 3
Macroclass 4
Macroclass 5
Macroclass 6
Macroclass 7
Macroclass 8

Macroclass 9
Macroclass 10
Macroclass 11
Macroclass 12
Macroclass 13
Macroclass 14

résoudre (1), vouloir (1)
adjoindre (8), astreindre (19)
circoncire (1), conduire (24), confire (7), coudre (4), dire (3),
entre-nuire (2), luire (2)
appendre (51), émoudre (4)
asseoir (1), boire (2), croire (2), entrevoir (3), envoyer (2),
prévoir (1), rasseoir (1), surseoir (1)
convaincre (2), corrompre (3), dormir (3)
abstenir (26), acquérir (5), admettre (16), apparaître (14),
apprendre (12), naître (3)
abaisser (3671), abasourdir (353), aboyer (94), accabler
(228), accompagner (248), accourir (8), accueillir (3), affilier (203), affluer (33), assaillir (4), bouillir (2), conclure (2),
contrefaire (8), enfuir (2), inclure (2), rire (2), élire (5)
accentuer (59), aller (1), avoir (1), couvrir (10), haïr2 (1),
revivre (3), être (1)
accroître (4), allouer (25), apercevoir (8), complaire (4),
pleuvoir (3), pouvoir (1), savoir (1), émouvoir (3)
abattre (12), consentir (11), dévêtir (3)
acheter (101), après-déjeuner (3), mourir (1)
prévaloir (1), équivaloir (2)
circonscrire (11), desservir (2), ensuivre (3)

ing an -i-/-iss- stem alternation, while the third conjugation consists of
all remaining verbs. Remember that Kilani-Schoch and Dressler (2005)
take irregularity as a criterion in grouping the traditional second and
third conjugations. See also Plénat (1987) for arguments to the effect
that the second and third conjugation pattern together, at least in the
formation of the simple past and past participle.
The simulations we ran both show that the traditional third conjugation is very heterogeneous, as its members always end up in different macroclasses. The global approach does not seem to capture
the intuition of macroclass that has been described by linguists, showing 14 macroclasses, some of which contain a very small number of
lexemes (Table 11), and none of which resembles by any stretch a
traditional conjugation.
In contrast, the local strategy leads to a classification that is
mostly congruent with the traditional approach (Table 12).
All verbs from the traditional first conjugation are clustered together, except aboyer and envoyer, which indeed exhibit alterna-
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French
macroclasses
to microclass
mapping
(global strategy)
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Table 12:
French:
Comparison of
inferred
macroclasses (on
local patterns) vs
traditional
conjugations

Macroclasses
Macroclass 1

Traditional
3rd conj.

Macroclass 2

3rd conj.

Macroclass 3

first conj.

Macroclass 4

3rd conj.
second conj.
3rd conj.

Macroclass 5

3rd conj.

Macroclass 6

first conj.
3rd conj.

Lexemes
circoncire (1), complaire (4), conduire (24),
confire (7), contrefaire (8), dire (3), entrenuire (2), luire (2), élire (5)
abstenir (26), accourir (8), acquérir (5),
apercevoir (8), apprendre (12), mourir (1),
pleuvoir (3), pouvoir (1), prévaloir (1), revivre (3), résoudre (1), vouloir (1), émoudre
(4), émouvoir (3), équivaloir (2)
abaisser (3671), accabler (228), accentuer
(59), accompagner (248), acheter (101), affilier (203), affluer (33), allouer (25), aprèsdéjeuner (3)
aller (1)
abasourdir (353), haïr2 (1)
abattre (12), accueillir (3), adjoindre (8), admettre (16), appendre (51), assaillir (4), astreindre (19), bouillir (2), circonscrire (11),
conclure (2), consentir (11), convaincre (2),
corrompre (3), coudre (4), couvrir (10),
desservir (2), dormir (3), dévêtir (3), enfuir
(2), ensuivre (3), inclure (2), rire (2)
accroître (4), apparaître (14), avoir (1),
naître (3), savoir (1), être (1)
aboyer (94), envoyer (2)
asseoir (1), boire (2), croire (2), entrevoir
(3), prévoir (1), rasseoir (1), surseoir (1)

tions also found with some third conjugation verbs – but not in the
infinitive. 11 The traditional second conjugation is so homogeneous
that it is represented by only two microclasses, and their similarity
with some verbs of the traditional third conjugation is large enough
for them to cluster together. The verbs of the traditional third conjugation are split into different macroclasses, confirming that it has little
internal homogeneity. Looking at the table, the clustering seems to be
done on the basis of the infinitive ending. However, there was actually
no primacy given to infinitive forms over any other in the evaluation
11 The

preference of our algorithm for this grouping is obviously due to the
fact that there are many pairs of cells exhibiting a X wa∼X waj alternation, while
fewer pairs of cells exhibit alternations typical of the first conjugation.
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Macroclasses

Traditionnal

Lexemes

Macroclass 1

first conj.

Macroclass 2

second conj.

Macroclass 4

3rd conj.

Macroclass 4

second conj.
3rd conj.
first conj.
second conj.

abandonar (12), achar (3), chegar (20), desempenhar (4), ficar (911), ganhar (1), jogar
(177), levar (162), nomear (53), pagar (1),
passar (155), voar (17)
adoecer (1), arder (1), combater (11), crer
(2), decorrer (30), defender (42), doer (3),
erguer (1), escrever (8), esquecer (2), perder
(1), receber (90), resolver (7), valer (2)
abrir (1), cair (11), cobrir (3), concluir (28),
construir (6), desmentir (5), explodir (3),
garantir (90), ouvir (1), partir (9), pedir (4),
reabrir (1), reduzir (11), rir (2), seguir (45),
subir (9)
impor (17), ter (9)
intervir (1), vir (4)
estar (1)
caber (1), condizer (2), fazer (5), haver (1),
querer (2), ser (1), trazer (1), ver (5)

Macroclass 5

of inflectional behavior. In light of this classification, it seems that the
local strategy does lead to a kind of inflectional classification close to
that produced by descriptive morphologists, while diverging in terms
of details from the extant standard classification by highlighting previously overlooked similarities between microclasses that are prevalent
enough in paradigms to emerge as classificatory criteria.
The picture is similar for European Portuguese. The traditional
account distinguishes between three conjugations based on the infinitive. The global strategy finds 13 macroclasses with little relation
to the traditional classification. The local strategy finds five macroclasses, whose content is detailed in Table 13. The first three classes
clearly match the three traditional conjugations, with characteristic
theme vowels in -a, -e, and -i. The two remaining classes are not coherent in terms of theme vowels but have other notable properties.
Macroclass 4 groups verbs with a stem alternant in -ɲ in the indicative past imperfective, in the subjunctive, and in the present indicative
1sg. This leads to a distinctive set of alternations that sets them apart
from all other macroclasses, and has a stronger effect on classification
than the theme vowel, which may be -o, -e or -i. Macroclass 5 groups
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Table 13:
Portuguese:
Comparison of
inferred
macroclasses
(local strategy)
vs traditional
conjugations
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together a set of highly irregular verbs, and exhibits maximal dissimilarity for a cluster of such a small size (19 microclasses). There is no
single reason for these microclasses to be grouped together, but there
is definitely no strong reason as to why they should be placed somewhere else: all of them strongly depart from regular conjugations in
one way or another.
All in all, then, we observe that, under the local strategy, our algorithm produces a classification that is strongly congruent with conventional practice, and highly defensible from a linguist’s perspective,
while being immune to some biases of grammatical tradition, such as
that of giving stronger weight to citation forms than to other paradigm
cells in deciding what should be grouped together.
5

conclusion

This paper has presented a method for inferring inflection classes that
captures crucial intuitions and heuristics used by descriptive linguists
while being entirely systematic and unambiguously applicable to any
system. Our modelling strategy is computational: we start from a few
leading ideas on inflectional classification and propose a computational implementation of these ideas.
We started from a distinction between inflectional microclasses
and macroclasses. A system of microclasses is based on identity of inflectional behavior across lexemes: two lexemes belong to the same
microclass if and only if they exhibit exactly the same alternations. A
system of macroclasses groups together microclasses exhibiting similar
rather than identical behavior. Since similarity is gradual and multidimensional, there is no single agreed upon strategy to choose an appropriate system of macroclasses. Many authors rely on criteria such as
productivity or regularity to that effect. We proposed to ground the
choice of macroclasses solely in the direct examination of paradigms
of surface forms. How such a form-based classification correlates with
other forms of classification is an empirical question that is best addressed once the form-based generalizations are known.
With this goal in mind, we presented an algorithm that builds on
the Minimum Description Length principle to explore partitions of the
set of lexemes into classes. The underlying idea is that the optimal set
of macroclasses for a system is the set that leads to the most compact
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description of the system; this captures the intuition that macroclasses
should help the linguist or language learner by minimizing the quantity of rote learning necessary to make sense of the system.
The algorithm was applied to two datasets of French and European Portuguese conjugation, under two different strategies for representing inflectional behavior: under the local strategy, inflectional behaviour is modelled by examining pairwise similarities and differences
between paradigm cells of a lexeme, while under the global strategy,
it is modelled by examining the similarities and differences that hold
for the whole paradigm at once.
We find that the local segmentation better captures paradigmatic
structure, and produces macroclass systems that resemble those elaborated by grammatical traditions. However, we also identify some
previously unidentified macroclasses. We consider the differences between our classifications and those found in the literature to be attributable to a more principled view of classification. First, we confirm that unproductive and/or irregular microclasses do not cluster
together in terms of formal similarity, and hence that grouping them
together, as is usual in the French tradition, is unwarranted. Second,
our model does not give any privileged status to the citation form, unlike what is usually done: hence the infinitive plays no privileged role
in classification. Hence inflectional characteristics that are transparent from the infinitive form, such as theme vowels, play a role in the
classification only inasmuch as they result in distinct alternation patterns. Third and finally, the implemented model is able to take into account all similarities and differences between all paradigm cells among
dozens of macroclasses, a task whose manual execution is not feasable.
This allows previously unobserved patterns of similarity to emerge.
We make no claim as to the importance of inflectional macroclasses as an analitycal tool. Our goal was rather to establish that it
is possible to devise a systematic method of inference of macroclasses
from raw paradigms. Of course, a partition of the lexicon into a small
set of clusters of lexemes with similar behavior is one among a variety of ways one may approach the structure of an inflectional system;
the fact that is has a longstanding tradition as a pedagogical tool is
not reason enough not to explore alternative forms of classification.
Beniamine and Bonami (2016) is an initial attempt at inferring from
surface patterns lattice-shaped classifications such as those familiar
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from Network Morphology (Brown and Hippisley 2012) and HPSG
approaches to morphology (Bonami and Crysmann 2016).

appendix descriptions
of inflection systems
This appendix presents in some detail the class of inflection system
models on which we rely for macroclass inference and description
length assessment.
As mentioned in the Section 2.2.2, we are not interested in finding the shortest possible description, but rather in finding the way
of clustering microclasses into macroclasses that produces the largest
decrease in description length. Therefore, we only need to compute
the contribution to the overall description length of those parts of the
description that vary when the set of macroclasses varies. The description of the set of microclasses will be constant over all possible clustering of microclasses for a given system. We include it nevertheless in the
description of the inflection class system so as to be able to compare
different descriptions of the same system that use different strategies
for alternation pattern inference, e.g. a global or a local strategy.
The description length we define below does not take into account
the number of bits needed to declare each patterns and lexemes, the
name of the cells and their pairing, the contexts in which patterns
apply, 12 and the description of the procedure to decode the data. None
of this will vary across competing partitions, so none of it is useful to
us in selecting a partition.
Following Sagot and Walther (2011), we decompose the overall
description length into a number of terms, each of which encoding
a distinct part of the description. We define the description length
of a given description D of an inflectional system as the sum of the
description lengths of the four following components, which we briefly
define below: microclasses, clusters, patterns and residue:
DL(D) = DL M (D) + DLC (D) + DL P (D) + DLR (D).
12 These

contexts have been replaced by placeholders when abstracting patterns, but they could be stored and generalised as in (Bonami and Beniamine
2015), and the classes of applicability could be taken into account in the residual information (for which see below).
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In the remainder of this appendix, we shall use the system
presented in Section 3.1, Tables 8, 9 and 10 as a running example. Diagrams and explicit descriptions correspond to the description D{{amener, boire},{dire}} , which relies on the partition {{amener,
boire},{dire}} of the set of microclasses.
A.1

Mapping microclasses to lexemes

We define DL M (D) as the minimum number of bits needed to describe
the mapping between lexemes and microclasses in description D. If
we suppose that the set of lexemes L is ordered in a predefined way,
such a mapping can be simply expressed as a list of |L | microclass
identifiers that is parallel to the list of |L | lexemes.
Let us call M the set of microclass identifiers. If we define occ(m)
as the number occurrences of a given microclass identifier m ∈ M ,
the description length DL M (D) of the “microclasses” section of the description D can be defined as follows:
∑ occ(m)
occ(m)
DL M (D) = −|L | ·
· log2
|L |
|L |
m∈M
=−

∑

occ(m) · log2

m∈M

occ(m)
.
|L |

Applying this definition to our running example, which contains
three microclasses occurring once each, we obtain:

1
DL M D{{amener, boire},{dire}} − 3 log2 ≈ 4.75
3
A.2

Mapping microclasses to microclass clusters

We can also assume that the set M of microclasses is associated with a
predefined order. We can then express the mapping from microclasses
to microclass clusters by simply listing microclass cluster identifiers
following the same order (the i -th cluster identifier will indicate the
cluster to which the i -th microclass belongs).
In a parallel way to the above, and defining the set of microclass
clusters as C , we can then write:
∑
occ(c)
DLC (D) = −
occ(c) · log2
.
|M |
c∈C
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Note that the number of occurrences occ(c) of a cluster c ∈ C in
the “clusters” part of the description corresponds to its size, i.e. the
number of microclasses it contains.
Applying this definition to our running example, in which one
cluster appears twice and the other appears only one time, we obtain:

2
1
DLC D{{amener, boire},{dire}} = −2 log2 − log2
3
3
≈ 2.75

Note that this result also holds for the other two partitions, the
distribution of clusters is the same:


DLC D{{amener}, {boire,dire}} = DLC D{{amener,dire},{boire}}

= DLC D{{amener, boire},{dire}}
DLC is lower in descriptions with fewer, larger clusters, as less
information is required for selecting the right cluster for each microclass. The extreme case is when there is only one cluster. In this case,
the probability of this cluster is 1 and the corresponding value for DLC
is 0. Conversely, DLC is higher when there are many smaller clusters:

3
DLC D{{amener, boire,dire}} = −3 log2 = 0
3

1
DLC D{{amener}, {dire},{boire}} = −3 log2 ≈ 4.75
3
A.3

Relation between patterns and clusters

For each pair of cells in the paradigm, the description associates clusters with alternation patterns used by lexemes in this cluster. This
relation is not a function: several patterns can appear in a cluster, and
several clusters can make use of a same pattern.
Let us call K the set of paradigm cells. K 2 is then set of all n cell
pairs, which we can assume is associated with a predefined order k1 ≺
k2 ≺ . . . ≺ kn . Let us refer to the set of alternation patterns identifiers
as P . The relation between patterns and clusters can then be encoded
in the form of a sequence of pairs of the form (c, p), where c ∈ C
is a cluster identifier and p ∈ P is an alternation pattern identifier.
More precisely, since C is also supposed to be associated with a total
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order, the relation between patterns and clusters can be provided as
follows: first, all pairs (c, p) for the first cell pair k1 can be provided,
ordered according to the cluster it includes; next, all pairs for k2 can
be provided; the shift from k1 pairs to k2 pairs is visible because the
cluster in the last k1 pair is the last cluster in (ordered) C , whereas
the cluster in the first k2 pair is the first cluster in C ; we then resume
with k3 pairs, and so on.
Let us decompose DL P (D) into the contribution DL P c (D) of cluster
identifiers and the contribution DL P p (D) of pattern identifiers. Let us
call occk (c) (resp. occk (p)) the number of occurrences of a given cluster
c (resp. of a given pattern p) in pairs of the form (c, p) associated with
a given cell pair k ∈ K . Let us note N the total number of pairs of the
∑
∑
form (c, p), i.e. N = c ′ ∈C occk (c ′ ) = p′ ∈P occk (p′ ). The probability
of occurrence of a given cluster identifier c ∈ C is then:
∑
occk (c)
∑
P(c) =
′
c ′ ∈C occk (c )
k∈K 2
1 ∑
=
occk (c).
N k∈K 2
Therefore,
DL P c (D) = −N

∑

P(c) · log2 P(c)

c∈C

=−

∑ ∑

occk (c) · log2

c∈C k∈K 2

occk (c)
N

Similarly, he probability of occurrence of a given pattern identifier p ∈ P is:
∑
occk (p)
∑
P(p) =
′
p′ ∈P occk (p )
k∈K 2
1 ∑
=
occk (p).
N k∈K 2
Therefore,
DL P p (D) = −N

∑

P(p) · log2 P(p)

p∈P

=−

∑ ∑

occk (p) · log2

p∈P k∈K 2
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The description length DL P (D) = DL Pc (D) + DL P p (D) of the “patterns” section of the description can then be computed as:
D L P (D) =

∑ ∑
∑
occk (c)
occk (p)
occk (c) · log2
−
+
occk (p) · log2
N
N
p∈P
k∈K 2 c∈C

Applying this definition to our running example, we obtain:

1
DL P D{{amener, boire},{dire}} = − 2 log2
2
1
− 2 log2
2
1
− 3 log2
3
1
2
− log2 − 2 log2
3
3
1
− 3 log2
3
1
2
− log2 − 2 log2
3
3
≈ 14.26

In the same fashion, we have:


DL P D{{amener}, {boire,dire}} = DL P D{{amener,dire},{boire}}
1
2
= − 10 log2 − 8 log2
3
3
≈ 20.52

1
1
DL P D{{amener,boire,dire}} = − 2 log2 − 6 log2
2
3
≈ 11.5

1
2
DL P D{{amener},{boire},{dire}} = − 16 log2 − 2 log2
3
3
≈ 26.52

Unsurprisingly, the most efficient way to assign patterns to clusters is to have only one cluster, and the worst is to have as many
clusters as microclasses.
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A.4

Residual ambiguity

Since a cluster can be associated with several patterns for a same pair
of cells, clustering can produce ambiguity. A complete description has
to account for the information needed to disambiguate such ambiguities. As for the patterns, the necessary residual information is dispatched over each pair of cells. As it is internal to each cluster, it also
has to be repeated for each of them.
Given a microclass cluster identifier c ∈ C and a pair of cells
k ∈ K 2 , the corresponding residual information is provided in the
form of a set of pairs of the form (m, p), where m ∈ M : such a pair
means that the microclass m follows pattern p on cell pair k. Of course,
only those microclasses that belong to the cluster (identified by) c can
and should be included. Since the list of microclasses included in c is
a piece of information that has been already taken into account, and
since microclasses have been ordered, the residual information of a
given cluster c and a given cell pair k ∈ K 2 can be given in the form
of a simple list of patterns, one for each microclass included in c , in the
correct order. In such a list, each pattern p will occur with a probability
occkc (p)/occ(c), where occkc (p) is the number of microclasses in c that
use pattern p for cell pair k. We call Pk (c) the set of patterns that are
used my at least one microclass in cluster c for cell pair k.
As a result:
∑ ∑ ∑
occkc (p)
DL(R) =
occkc (p) · log
.
occ(c)
c∈C k∈K 2 p∈P (c)
k

In the example above, in the first cluster, for each of the two
ambiguous cells, each of the two patterns happens for only one microclass.
1
DLR (D{{amener, boire},{dire}} ) = −4 log2 = 4.
2
We also have:
DLR (D{{amener}, {boire,dire}} ) = DLR (D{{amener,dire},{boire}} )
1
= − 6 log2 = 6
2
DLR (D{{amener,boire,dire}} ) = − 2 log2

2
1
− 7 log2 ≈ 12.26
3
3

DLR (D{{amener},{boire},{dire}} ) = 0
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Unsurprisingly, while clustering maximally tends to decrease
DL P , it tends to increase ambiguity and thus DLR , while having smaller
clusters leads to less ambiguity, thus a smaller DL(R). In minimizing
the total description length, we seek an balance between these measures.
We can now gather all the partial DLs in Table 14 to compare
each classification and recognise {{amener, boire},{dire}} as the
best partition according to description length.
Table 14:
Description
lengths for
all the possible
classifications
of Table 8
in microclasses
and macroclasses

Partition

DL(M ) DL(C) DL(P ) DL(R) total DL

{{amener}, {boire,dire}}
{{amener, boire},{dire}}
{{amener, dire},{boire}}
{{amener, boire,dire}}
{{amener}, {dire},{boire}}

4.75

2.75

20.52

6

34.01

4.75

2.75

14.26

4

25.75

4.75

2.75

20.52

6

34.01

4.75

0

11.50

12.26 28.5

4.75

4.75

26.52

0

36.01
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